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	Put Visual Studio and .NET together and the results are empowering. With over 40 recipes in this Cookbook you can learn to integrate them both to achieve unparalleled results in applications that are in tune with modern technologies.


	Overview

	
		Step-by-step instructions to learn the power of .NET development with Visual Studio 2012
	
		Filled with examples that clearly illustrate how to integrate with the technologies and frameworks of your choice.
	
		Each sample demonstrates key conceptsto build your knowledge of the architecture in a practical and incremental way.



	In Detail


	Working with a varied set of upcoming technologies is a challenge. Visual Studio 2012 is all about enabling you to develop and manage these consumer-focused and business-focused apps. It provides best-in-class tools that propel developers to create new apps or evolve existing ones, and it enables individuals and teams to deliver continuous value and agility. In conjunction, .NET 4.5 provides expansive capabilities for developers to work on all forms of apps and services, from client to mobile to web to cloud, enabling them to get to the market fast. This book shows you exactly how to do this, and much more. It focuses on giving expertise on upcoming technologies through complete architectural insights of .NET infrastructure and hands on examples.


	"Visual Studio 2012 and .NET 4.5 Expert Development Cookbook" is a step-by-step practical guide that teaches you how to work with new changes on technology under .NET. It provides in-depth analysis and expert advice on various elements of .NET, applying them in code using detailed practical examples. The book provides solutions to common development problems and helps you adapt to the latest technologies and get to grips with modern app development for the .NET 4.5 platform.


	This cookbook gets you startedon Visual Studio 2012 IDE and its various tooling capabilities. It provides expert knowledge on .NET infrastructure, internals of assemblies, and a basic introduction of Intermediate language. Common C# concepts and ideas are demonstrated through an example-driven approach.


	The recipes provide an overall view of ASP.NET Web applications and introduce the new performance boosters in .NET 4.5. It also gives a basic introduction to HTML 5 and JQuery library to enhance Web applications. It provides a complete introduction to Client applications using WPF and MVVM patterns and looks at some of the major enhancements on WPF 4.5. It shows you how to write applications for Windows 8 and provides expert advice on how to write applications in WinRT, either using XAML and C# or HTML/JavaScript.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Basic usage of Visual Studio 2012 IDE and its various components and better utilization of the tool while writing code
	
		Understand memory management techniques to build better applications
	
		Understand the .NET infrastructure with in-depth analysis of its internals
	
		Architect solutions that leverage the full power of .NET language gems, understanding when to use what
	
		Implement multithreaded / asynchronous applications using recent updates on .NET 4.5 and compare the past approaches
	
		Create secure ASP.NET web based applications in .NET 4.5 with use of JQuery and HTML5 for rapid application development
	
		Architect advanced .NET client applications using MVVM with WPF 4.5
	
		Understand touch sensitive devices and leverage skills to develop multi-touch applications inside Windows 8
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Oracle Essentials: Oracle Database 11gO'Reilly, 2007
Oracle is an enormous system, with myriad technologies, options, and releases. Most users-even experienced developers and database administrators-find it difficult to get a handle on the full scope of the Oracle database. And, as each new Oracle version is released, users find themselves under increasing pressure to learn about a whole range of new...
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OCP Java SE 7 Programmer II Certification Guide: Prepare for the 1ZO-804 examManning Publications, 2015

	
		Summary

	
		OCP Java SE 7 Programmer II Certification Guide is a concise, focused study guide that prepares you to pass the OCP Java SE 7 Programmer II exam (1Z0-804) the first time you take it. The book systematically guides you through each exam objective, teaching and reinforcing the Java skills you need...
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Artifical Intelligence for Human Computing: ICMI 2006 and IJCAI 2007 International Workshops, Banff, Canada, November 3, 2006 HyderabadSpringer, 2007


	This volume in the Lecture Notes of Artificial Intelligence represents the first book on

	human computing. We introduced the notion of human computing in 2006 and

	organized two events that were meant to explain this notion and the research

	conducted worldwide in the context of this notion.





	The first of these events...
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XML by ExampleQue, 1999
XML by Example is intended for people with some basic HTML coding experience.
If you can write a simple HTML page and if you know the main tags (such
as <P>, <TITLE>, <H1>), you know enough HTML to understand this book. You
don’t need to be an expert, however.
Some advanced techniques introduced in the...
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Special Edition Using Adobe Creative Suite 2Que, 2005
Get acquainted with Adobe CS2 with the help of the ultimate comprehensive reference guide, Special Edition Using Adobe Creative Suite 2. Not only does it include material that covers the new product release, the author and team of contributors also covers how to use the individual products and how...
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Studio Recording ProceduresMcGraw-Hill, 2005
HIT FACTORY RECORDING ENGINEER MIKE SHEA REVEALS THE SECRETS OF INCREDIBLE SOUND
 Only this unique guide teaches all the pros' secret techniques for creating amazing sound in the recording studio. This unique text brings recording studio equipment to life -- and shows you how to use it to create high-quality recordings,...
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